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UAS approve early tenure language, discuss requirement changes
BY RYAN JARVI
GVL SENIOR REPORTER

The
University Academic
Senate meeting approved new
language in the administrative
manual for early tenure and pro
motion of faculty and discussed
the new changes in the general
education program at Grand Val
ley State University.
Through a 21-16 vote, with one
abstention, the senate approved
a measure that clarifies language
in the administrative manual for
early tenure and promotion of fac
ulty members during its March 29

Nobel Prize
winner to
address
chemistry
students

meeting. In order
to be considered
for early tenure
or promotion,
the new language
requires a faculty
member to be
able to demon
strate that they ELLENBERGER
have exceeded
expectations in the three evaluation
areas of teaching, service and schol
arship within their discipline.
“This was one of our charges
this year, to look at the policies
for early tenure and promotion,”

said Kurt Ellenberger, chair of the
Faculty Personnel Policies Com
mittee. “FPPC reviewed those
and made a recommendation to
increase the criteria, or the ex
pectations, to show that someone
should have exceeded those to go
up for early tenure or promotion,
as opposed to having just done
what they need to do in a shorter
period of time.”
There have been inconsistencies
across schools and departments at
the university regarding what cri
teria a professor must reach to be
considered for early promotion or

SHOWING

tenure, senators said.
Prior to the changes approved
by UAS, section 2.10.3 of the ad
ministrative manual states, “For
promotion and tenure, faculty
members will ordinarily follow
the timelines outlined in Sections
2.5 and 2.7. However, faculty
members may request, in writing
to the Dean, to be considered by
their unit for promotion at any
time or for early tenure.”
Section 2.5 of the old adminis
trative manual stated, “Ordinarily,
at least five full time equivalent
years at the rank of Assistant Pro

fessor must be completed before
an Assistant Professor may be
considered for promotion to As
sociate Professor.” The language is
similar for promotion from asso
ciate professor to professor, with
the number of full-time equiva
lent years being six.
“Right now they just look at it,
(and) it says ‘ordinarily’ you must
do this, and they look at it and say
‘well that’s no criteria at all so I’ll
just go up,’” Ellenberger said. “We
thought that it (the new language)
SEE UAS, A2

SOLIDARITY

BY KARA HAIGHT
GVL STAFF WRITER

Grand Valley State Univer
sity will host an award-winning
researcher in the field of chemis
try during an Ott Lectureship in
Chemistry lecture. Ada Yonath,
who was chosen specifically by
the chemistry department due
to her work in new ribosome re
search, is the 2009 Nobel Laure
ate recipient in her field.
“(Nobel Laureate) is like the
Nobel Peace Prize except this is
for a research discipline,” said
Felix Ngassa, a chemistry pro
fessor and chair of the Lecture
Planning Committee.
Ngassa said attendees of
the lecture have the oppor
tunity to hear a presentation
on cutting-edge science.
“It is not common for a
college student to listen to a
Nobel Laureate give lectures
of her research that is so nov
el that wins a Nobel Prize in
chemistry,” Ngassa said. “(It’s)
a unique opportunity for all
GV students not to miss.”
The Ott Lectureship series
is a program designed to give
participants a look into inno
vative aspects of science.
As part of the series, two lec
tures are scheduled for each aca
demic year with one in the fall se
mester and the other during the
winter semester. One lecture fo
cuses on a chemistry topic, while
the other has a general theme.
Ngassa said that when the depart
ment chooses a speaker for the
lectures, the process begins with
the Ott Lecture Committee gath
ering possibilities for the event.
“The list of potential lecturers
suggested by faculty is then re
viewed by the Communications
and Ott Lecture Committees,” he
said, adding that another short
list is generated and official let
ters of invitation are sent.
Because of the range of topics
covered in the two events, Ngassa
said all students can attend the
public lecture no matter their
discipline, but the second lecture,
hosted by the chemistry depart
ment, is focused on topics for ma
jors like biomedical science, biol
ogy, physics, geology, and other
similar scientific disciplines.
The lecture, hosted by the
chemistry department, will
take place April 3 from 1-7
p.m., at the Loosemore audi
torium in the DeVos center
on GVSU’s Pew Grand Rapids
Campus. The program is also
LIB 100 approved.

khaight@lanthorn.com
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Advocacy In numbers: Members of GVSU’s USAS speak to senators at the March 28 Student Senate general assembly meeting in Allendale.

USAS students continue protests against GV, Adidas contract
BY LIZZY BALBOA
GVL STAFF WRITER

he movement to cut Grand
Valley State University’s
contract with Adidas has
remained firm as the students
behind it appealed to the Student
Senate for support on Thursday.
Following a second protest on
the Allendale campus, the Unit
ed Students Against Sweatshops
appealed to the Student Senate at
its regular meeting in an attempt
to gain support.
Although the senators had no
immediate or official response
to the USAS members because
the appeal was delivered dur
ing the public comment section,
USAS President Lindsey Disler
said many expressed support
and appreciation for the move
ment following the meeting.
“Quite a few were saying they
really like what we’re doing,”
Disler said, adding that some ver
bally committed to voting in favor
of a supportive resolution.
Disler and her fellow USAS
members plan to meet with Ricky

Benavidez, the senate’s vice presi
dent of the diversity affairs com
mittee, on Monday to express their
concerns and write up a proposal.
Senate Vice President of Public
Relations Lindsay Viviano said the

Quite a few students
say they really like
what we're doing.

LINDSEY DISLER
USAS PRESIDENT

resolution could be brought to the
senate floor as early as April 4.
Viviano said the greatest ac
tion the senate can make in the
university’s reaction to the pro

test is to pass a resolution of sup
port and deliver it to the faculty
governance. This tactic would
simply make known the wants of
the student body, which may or
may not prove influential in uni
versity decision-making.
Since Disler’s March 19 meet
ing with Vice President of Finance
and Administration Jim Bachmeier, university officials have
taken action to further examine
the USAS’s claims against Adidas.
Just as Bachmeier had said fol
lowing the meeting, a task force was
developed to discuss GVSU’s op
tions moving forward. While Bach
meier was unavailable to comment,
an email from him to Disler con
firmed the committee’s formation.
Its members include Paul Leidig, director and professor of the
School of Computing and Infor
mation Systems; John Uglietta,
associate professor and chair of
the philosophy department; Jerrod Nichols, university bookstore
manager; Doug Lipinski, associate
athletic director; Pat Smith of the
University Counsel Office; Doug

Wentworth, director of Auxiliary
Services; Dan Glowinski, ticket
manager and director of Louie’s
Locker Room; and Diana Pace,
associate dean of students.
A first meeting date had not
yet been set as of Friday.
Disler said the process is
not going quite as quickly or
smoothly as anticipated, as she
suspects the administrators are
hoping the movement will “die
out” with enough time.
“We wish they would be a little
more reactive in planning a date to
actually meet and they haven’t real
ly been so far, so we just wish it was
kind of being moved on,” she said.
Although Bachmeier was,
again, unavailable to contest
these claims, he stated in a previ
ous interview that he would not
be “guilty of stonewalling.”
Meanwhile, Viviano said nei
ther she nor her fellow senate
members have formulated opin
ions on the matter yet, but will
await more information.
SEE PROTESTS. A3
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Ottawa County Prosecutor won’t charge GV student guilty of fake emails
BY ANYA ZENTMEYER
GVL EDITOR IN CHIEF

Prosecuting
Attorney
Ron Frantz announced that
Ottawa County Prosecutors
would not charge the Grand
Valley Sate University stu
dent responsible for a string
of emails impersonating

university faculty and ad
ministrators with criminal
charges.
“We searched high and
low and there was no crimi
nal statute that we were aware
of that was being violated,”
Frantz told MLive reporters
on Friday, declining to com-

NEWS

BRIEFS
INTERFRATERNITY COUNCIL TO HOST MEETING
There will be an Interfraternity Council meeting on April 2

ment further on the case.
Capt. Brandon DeHaan
said last week that the police
investigation led GVPD offi
cers to a current GVSU stu
dent, who confessed to mis
representing himself in the
emails. DeHaan said officers
were exploring two different
sections of the university’s
Student Code - including
one on computer usage pro
hibiting impersonation, and
another that prohibits with
misrepresentation of oneself
as an “official representative
of the university without au
thorization to procure goods

or services
or to receive
a benefit.”
The stu
dent respon
sible
had
been imper
sonating ad
DEHAAN
ministration
or faculty members in emails
to other specific individuals
to set up certain meetings
they didn’t make, or to at
tempt to cancel classes.
DeHaan told the Lanthom last week that attempts
made by the individual to
cancel classes had not been

successful to the best of his
knowledge, but no further
information on the content
of the emails, or the total
number of emails sent sent,
has been disclosed to the
public at this time.
However, the school’s
website states that all official
class cancellations or emer
gency notifications appear
on the school’s website and
social media outlets.
GVSU
spokeswoman
Mary Eilleen Lyon released
a statement in which she said
the university “accepts the
decision of the prosecutor

not to pur
sue criminal
charges.”
“The
university
will pursue
disciplin
ary action
LYON
because the
student did violate the Stu
dent Code,” she said. “It’s a
violation of the code to forge
an email making it look like
it’s originating from another
person, and it’s a violation to
misrepresent oneself as an
agent of the university.”

PROTESTS

taking a stand, regardless of
the cause.
“Everyone was happy they
came today,” Viviano said.
“We always want outside
groups to come. (We’re just)
excited that they’re excited.”

Disler said the USAS has
grown in membership in the
past few weeks, with a total
of 15 to 25 people participat
ing in protests.
“Student support is growing
and more people are getting in-

terested in this,” she said
The USAS is planning fu
ture protests against sweat
shop labor, with one sched
uled for April 8 in front of
the Cook Carillon Tower.

reported to the senators on
the implementation of the
general education program
changes.
“One of the problems that
has come up with advise
ment is students just see this,
and of course it’s a lot of in
formation, and seem to have
the assumption that we’re
going to do things that will
make life hard for them for
some reason,” Rhodes said.
“Instead, we have to field
the question and continually
tell them, ‘No, no we’re not
adding a new requirement
on top of your themes, we’re
actually making it easy for
you so you can now satisfy
themes in multiple ways.’”
The main change for the
general education program
is a shift from themes to is
sues courses. As themes
courses become phased out
and replaced with issues
courses, students under old
catalogs may have difficulty
finding themes courses to
satisfy requirements.
The GEC addressed the
situation by allowing stu
dents the ability to enroll
in two themes courses, two
issues courses or one of
each to satisfy the require
ment under the new general

education program. That
process will be available for
eight years, and starting in
2014 students will take only
issues courses.
Rhodes said the change
from themes to issues was
also a shift to a new way of

ing, quantitative reasoning,
collaboration (and) problem
solving,” he said. “We want
to integrate those into the
courses in such a way that,
really for students, they’re
just happening but they are
learning new things—not
simply working in groups,
but being taught how to
work better in groups and
then working in groups.”
Robert Henderson, chair
of the psychology depart
ment, raised concerns about
the availability of open seats
for courses, which gave
some students registration
problems in the past when
the university switched to
themes.
“It’s one thing to have
enough courses in issues,
but it’s another thing to have
enough seats,” Henderson
said.
With the new issues
courses there will be no
more category restrictions
so students can choose from
multiple areas, Rhodes said,
which should help address
capacity concerns.
The next UAS meeting
will be April 12 in the DeVos Center on GVSU’s Pew
Campus.

edjtorial@lanthorn.com

from 9:30-10:30 p.m. in the Kirkhof Center, Room 2258.T
he council at Grand Valley State University contains mem
bers who excell in student life, academics, leadership, ser

CONTINUED FROM A1

vice, and philanthropic endeavors.

DEVOS CENTER TO HOST GRADUTE OPEN HOUSE
Grand Valley State University graduate students can attend

In the end, many at
the university are simply
pleased to see the students

news@lanthorn.com

a graduate school open house on April second in the DeVos
Center's University Club 107C from 5-7 p.m.This open house
will give students the opportunity to learn more information
of the different graduate programs that are offered by the
School of Public, Nonprofit & Health Administration. Some

UAS
CONTINUED FROM A1

of these programs include the Master of Health Administra
tion and the Master of Public Administration with concen
trations in Public Management, Nonprofit Management,
Urban Planning, Health Administration and Criminal Justice
Administration.

FILM FESTIVAL TO RECOGNIZE LATIN AMERICA
Grand Valley State University will be joining other area col
leges and universities to present the fourth annual Grand
Rapids Latin American Film Festival. These events will be
gin on April 4 with a showing of "Abel," a Mexican film at
Celebration Cinema North.These films will continue through
April 5-7 at the Wealthy Theatre in downtown Grand Rapids.
The festival's films will have a total of 14 different screen
ings that all emphasize on different contemporary studies.
This festival is sponsored by Aquinas College, Calvin Col
lege, Davenport University and Ferris State University. In
addition, other sponsors include the Mexican Consulate in

oivi

Detroit, and Chicago consulate offices of Argentina, Venezu
ela and Brazil.

TASK FORCE ISSUES GLOBAL LEARNING SURVEY
The Grand Valley State University Internationalization Task
Force is asking students, faculty and staff members to take
a survey that will help gauge current university opinions on
how the university supports global learning.
The survey, located online at www.surveymonkey.eom/s/
IZNGVSU_Faculty or www.surveymonkey.com/s/IZNGVSU_
Staff is open to faculty members until April 8. Students were
randomly selected for an invitation to complete the survey.
Chief International Officer and co-chair of the International
ization Task Force, Mark Schaub, said the survey results and
task force report will be released sometime next year.

put the onus on the per
son to make their case in a
positive way, and also in a
way that informs them what
kind of case they have to
make to go up for early ten
ure.”
Generally, two types of
faculty enter the university:
faculty that come in as assis
tant professors who recently
received their credentials, or
others who come from an
other university with time
already served as faculty.
For faculty coming from
other universities, the pro
fessor can apply those years
of credit toward tenure, or
choose not to and become
more acculturated to the
university.
“We didn’t see that this
left one or the other out on
a limb,” Ellenberger said of
the new language. “We just
saw it as putting it in the
person’s control and letting
them know what they need
to meet in order to go up for
early promotion or tenure.”
Also at the meeting, Keith
Rhodes, chair of the Gen
eral Education Committee,

ii
...we're actually
making it easy
for you so you
can now satisfy
themes in
multiple ways.

KEITH RHODES
GENERAL EDUCATION
COMMITTEE CHAIR

teaching and assessing intel
lectual skills.
“We want to learn how to
integrate general education
intellectual skills, like the
old ones of writing and oral
communication, or like the
new ones of ethical reason

rjarvi@lanthorn.com

The survey is also part of GVSU's participation in the Ameri
can College on Education's Internationalization Laboratory,
made up of a cohort of universities.

At the Lanthorn we strive to bring you the most accurate
news possible. If we make a mistake, we want to make it right.
If you find any errors in fact in the Lanthorn, let us know by
calling 616-331-2464 or by emailing editorial@lanthom.com.
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Rep. Brinks speaks to Student Senate
BY SARAH HILLENBRAND
GVL SENIOR REPORTER

9ft.
The Grand Valley State
University Student Senate
met on Thursday to hear
several guest speakers as
well as continue discussing
and introducing new reso
lutions for some of the last
changes this years senate
members will make.
The first guest speaker
was Michigan’s Rep. Winnie
Brinks (D-Grand Rapids),
who came to talk to senate
about funding for higher ed
ucation and what she hopes
to accomplish in Lansing’s
capitol building.
“I’m encouraged when I see
young people stepping up and
getting involved in the world
around them,” Brinks said to
the senators. “I hope you take
the lessons you learn in this
body and put them to use.”
Brinks said GVSU is
about in the middle in terms
of college tuition costs, but
since the cost of college con
tinues to rise, it becomes
harder and less feasible for
families to absorb the cost of
a higher education.
“I don’t think that it’s right
you end up with so much
debt after finishing college,”

she said. “Our future depends
on people like you to get an
education for coming up with
new ideas. When cost pre
vents from getting an educa
tion, we all lose.”
Cutting funding to edu
cation hurts everyone in the
long run, Brinks said, and
that is something she hopes
to change.
“We’re short changing our
future when we cut funding
to schools and universities,”
she said.
Brinks added that giving
corporations tax breaks in
the hope of creating more
jobs was the wrong ap
proach to take. Her goals are
to restore funding to schools
and colleges, give students
tax relief so they can spend
more on the things they
need to succeed in school,
and get more people like the
student senators involved in
the democratic process.
“I believe we should be
investing in you,” Brinks said
to the senators. “I would like
to see you involved in the
democratic process because
we need more people like
you who understand the ev
eryday pressures of people
in Michigan. I look forward
to seeing where your dreams

Variety of services
responds to medical
calls at GVSU
BY RACHEL CROSS
GVL ASSISTANT NEWS

During emergency medi
cal situations, the Grand Val
ley Police Department and
Fire Department, as well as
an ambulance, are often all
at the scene to help.
Life EMS responded to
219 calls on the Grand Val
ley State University Allen
dale Campus in 2012 and
just over 24 medical calls so
far.this year, said Shannon
Gollnick, director of central
operations for the Grand
Rapids Life Emergency Ser
vices. The majority of these
medical calls were due to
students being generally sick
or short of breath.
Gollnick said the dispatch
protocols for Ottawa County
response teams are very spe
cific and detailed, and that
after the 911 system is acti
vated, GVSU calls are direct
ed towards Ottawa County’s
central dispatch. The dis
patcher prioritizes the call
based on the callers’ answers
to a series of questions.
“There are priority one,
two, and three calls,” Gollnick
said. “A priority one call is the
most urgent and serious types
of calls, where both the am
bulance as well as fire respon
dents, who often are medical
first responders, respond to
the call. A priority two call is
considered to be serious, but
not necessarily life-threaten
ing, things like appendicitis,
acute abdominal pain, or a

broken foot. A priority three
call is a general medical call
that isn’t an emergency, things
like people needing help in
the bathroom or a sore throat
or bottom of the barrel types
of calls.”
Another medical call re
sponder to GVSU is the Otta
wa County Fire Department.
Chief Michael Keefe said the
firefighters are the first re
sponders to medical calls for
service, and the department
has people who are medically
trained to help people experi
encing medical issues.
In 2012, there were 207
medical calls on campus and
so far in 2013, until the end
of February, there have been
34, Keefe said.
“We often take care of
the student’s needs until the
ambulance arrives, or if the
ambulance arrives before us
or at the same time, we will
help each take of the student,”
Keefe said.
Brandon DeHaan, as
sistant director of GVPD,
said that if people call the
department and have an
emergency medical situa
tion, the dispatchers for
ward people to 911.
“You need an ambulance
and a fire department for med
ical emergency situations,” De
Haan said “Our number is a
non-emergency number, and
we always encourage students
to call 911 directly^’

assistantnews@
lanthorn.com
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Good governance: Rep. Winnie Brinks (D- Grand Rapids) speaks during a Student Senate’s general assembly meeting.

take you in the future.”
After one senator raised
the question, Brinks said
that sometimes it can be difficult being a Democrat in a
mostly conservative area, but
she also said it can be freeing
because she is expected not

to agree with everyone.
At the end of her address,
she encouraged the senators
to keep reaching for whatever
goals they hope to accomplish.
“Assume you belong, do
your research, and know
what’s going on,” she said,

“Don’t assume that anything
is off limits.”
Other orders of business included guest speakers
from Inclusion and Equity as
well as the introduction and
discussion of resolutions recently proposed to the gen-

eral assembly. Next week
is the last meeting for this
year s Student Senate, and the
followingweek will host the
firstmeeting with the newly
elected senate members,

shillenbrand(a)
lanthorn.com

GV to offer sustainability-related courses
BY ELLIE PHILLIPS
GVL STAFF WRITER

As “sustainability” becomes more
and more the buzz word in all disci
plines, Grand Valley State University
is looking to accommodate this new
interest with fresh courses offered in
upcoming semesters. Some classes are
tried-and-true courses that have been
around for several years, but GVSU is
opening enrollment for several new
classes as well.
“Most of the classes have existed
for a fair amount of time, although
we are also constantly developing
new courses in response to changing
student interests and new scientific
advancements,” said Neil MacDon
ald, chair of the Biology Depart
ment at GVSU. “Both students and
faculty respond very favorably to
these classes.”
Many of these classes are re
quired for Biology, Natural Re
sources Management, and Envi
ronmental Studies students, but
most of them are available as gen
eral electives as well, and their en
rollment is fairly steady.
“Enrollment varies from 70 to 80
in the lower level courses to 15 to 24
in the upper-level classes,” MacDon
ald said. “Laboratory sections in all
the classes range from 16 to 24.”
The number of sustainability-relat
ed courses offered by GVSU contin
ues to grow every year, aided by both
student enrollment and professors
excited about teaching the subject.
“Most of the classes that I teach are
sustainability-related, since that’s my
area of focus,” said Sarah King, assistant
professor of Liberal Studies at GVSU.
Another professor interested in
sustainability is particularly excited
about her ENS401: Environmental
Problem-Solving class.
“GVSU offers many courses ad
dressing various aspects of sustain
ability—-some courses more, some

less,” said Elena Lioubimtseva, an En
vironmental Studies professor. “This
course takes students out of the class
room into the local community, work-

a

We are also constantly
developing new courses
in response to changing
student interests
and new scientific
advancements.
19
NEIL MACDONALD
BIOLOGY DEPARTMENT CHAIR

ing with various organizations, nature
centers, the city, etc., on very real sus
tainability issues and solutions.”
Course additions aren’t the only
changes being made in the world of
GVSU academic sustainability. A
Master’s degree in sustainability is

being added to the Brooks College of
Interdisciplinary Studies.
“We have recently put together
a task force including all colleges
(SPNA is a part of it) to create a
Master’s program in sustainability
to be housed in COIS,” Lioubimt
seva said.
There will also be a new sustain
ability concentration in the Master’s
of Public Administration degree.
“The Graduate Certificate in Sus
tainability in Public and Nonprofit
Organizations offers a practical un
derstanding of ecological, energy,
climatic and consumption issues im
pacting communities and nonprofit
organizations today,” said Mark Hoff
man, assistant professor and depart
ment chair for the School of Public,
Nonprofit and Health Administra
tion. “It helps professional managers
develop a useful decision-making
framework for identifying sustain
ability issues in their organizations,
evaluate sustainable choices, and
guide decision making that leads to
positive social, environmental and
financial returns.”
For more information, visit GVSU’s course catalog on the website.

ephillips(3)lanthorn.com

SUSTAINABLE LEARNING:
LIB 401

(Online) Visionary Thinkers:
George Washington Carver
NRM 308 (Wildlife Ecology)
LIB 322 Wicked Problems in Sustainability
LIB 330 The Idea of Nature
REL 380 Religions. Cultures, Environments
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VALLEY VOTE

GRAND VALLEY LANTHORN

DO YOU THINK GEN. ED. PROGRAM CHANGES ARE LESS RESTRICTIVE?

LOG ON & VOTE
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QUESTION OF THE ISSUE
DO YOU THINK THE UNIVERSITY’S
GENERAL EDUCATION THEME
REQUIREMENTS MAKE REQUIREMENT
COMPLETION MORE DIFFICULT FOR
STUDENTS?
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Do you think DOMA is a violation of
constitutional rights?

Read the column:

"The truth, the whole truth..."
by Stephanie Schoch

YES: 82%

NO: 18%

LANTHORN COM/EDITORIAL

EDITORIAL
“Yes. Completing gen. eds
should complement your major,
not make it more difficult.”

ERIK VINGSNESS
Sophomore
Political Science/International Relations
Livonia, Mich.

“I did not like the theme requirements.
Though I do believe it is important to
take other classes besides those in
your major, to help you in the future,
the themes limit the students. Possibly
a requirement to choose from multiple
themes and classes will be more inter
esting and fun."

ALISHA EDDY
Senior
Biomedica: Sciences
Ypsilanti, Mich

“I believe that the list of theme cours
es to choose from is broad enough to
allow students to apply the courses
toward both their theme and their ma
jor. I also believe theme courses are
an important part of GVSU’s liberal
education."

AARON LORENZ
Senior
Behavioral Science/Soclology
Grand Rapids. Mich.

GENERALLY POSITIVE
Despite student skepticism, changes to general education requirements
seem less restrictive, more conducive to reaching a timely graduation
or many students - especially
oral communication with newer ones
like ethnical reasoning, quantitative
those at liberal arts colleges
reasoning, collaboration and problem
like Grand Valley State Uni
versity - fulfilling general educationsolving.
“We want to integrate those into
requirements can become an obstacle
for students seeking an efficient gradu the courses in such a way that, really
for students they’re just happening,
ation date. However, following the
but they are learning new things - not
University Academic Senates approval
simply working in groups, but being
of changes within the general educa
taught how to work better in groups
tion programs theme requirements,
and then working in groups.”
the university has made a positive
The university’s recognition of the
stride in making liberal education
shortfalls of the older general educa
more valuable for students and mak
tion program articulated by Rhodes,
ing graduation requirements more
as well as their effort to facilitate a
conquerable at the same time.
more practical application of liberal
The switch, which phases out cur
arts at GVSU, is a reassuring signal
rent theme requirements and replaces
that officials within the university are,
them with issues requirements, gives
student much more flexibility in how
in fact, in touch with the student body
they will tackle their general educa
and do, in fact, want to prepare us for
graduation and get us to our gradua
tion, allowing them to choose one of
tion date in a timely, productive and
three methods of fulfillment.
Keith Rhodes, chair of the univer
valuable fashion.
In the past, restrictive guidelines
sity’s General Education Committee,
that
mandated three theme courses,
said the shift is in part a move to a new
in different disciplines, under one
way of teaching and assessing intel
lectual skills, integrating writing and
category had posec^a number of

F

challenges for students already over
whelmed with a roster of requirements
outside of their major so much that as
students, we’ve become skeptical of the
system.
So skeptical, that Rhodes told UAS
members during a presentation on
new theme requirements last week
that following the announcement of
the changes, students have come to
advisor with concerns that indicate
a larger assumption that the univer
sity, in Rhodes words, is “going to
do things that will make life hard for
them for some reason.”
Rhodes said the office continu
ally has to field these concerns, and
explain that “No, no, we’re not adding
new requirements on top of your
themes, we’re actually making it easy
for you so you can now satisfy themes
in multiple ways.”
And, believe it or not, they are.
So let your guard down, GVSU, and
embrace the ways in which sometimes
the institution does not become the
obstacle.

GVL EDITORIAL CARTOON I BY ANDREW SMITH
“I think the class requirements
are fair enough. It makes stu
dents gain more knowledge even
outside of their majors.”
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Junior

^TTospIfaiity and tourism
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Management

Hanoi, Vietnam

“Yes, I have many required
classes I have to take for my
major so trying to squeeze in
classes that are unrelated to
my field is difficult and timeconsuming."
DANA MESSMORE
Freshman
Exercise Science
Ann Arbor. Mich.
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Redefining success can be empowering
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GVL OPINION POLICY
the goal of the Grand

VaUey

to the editor only, all other reader-

lanthoms opinion page is to act
u a forum for public discussion,

generated content can be submitted

comment and criticism in the Grand

YourSpace page by emailing
community9bmthom.com.

VaUey State University community.
Student opinions published here do
not necessarily reflect those of the
H
paper as an entity.
' The Grand Valley Lanthom sums
fo be a safe vehicle for community
discussion.
hot

publish

The

Lanthom

will

or

entertain

any

forma of hate speech, but will not
discriminate against any other
joews, opinions or belief* The

to the Grand VaUey Lanthoms

Letters to the editor should
include the author’s full name and
relevant title along with a valid email
and phone number for confirming
the identity of the author. Letters
should be approximately 500-650
words in length, and are not edited by
the staff of the Grand VaUey Lanthom
outside of technical errors for clarity.

Content, information and views

To make a submission, email
at editorial9lanthom.com or by

expressed are not approved by nor

dropping off your submission in

necessarily represent those of the
university, its Board of Thistees,

person at:

Officers, faculty or staff.

00S1 KIRKHOF CENTER
GRAND VALLEY STATE UNIVERSITY
ALLENDALE, Ml 49401
616-826-8276
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submissions on
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Got something to say?
Well listen.
editorial@lanthorn.com
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BY CHRISTINE COLLERAN
GVL COLUMNIST

My roommates father
had his daughters trained.
At ages seven and five, they
knew perfectly well how they
were supposed to respond
when an all-too-cheery adult
leaned inches from their face
and asked the predictable
question, “What do you want
to be when you grow up?”
On one such occasion, Sarah,
age seven, had it down pat.
“Anything I want to be!” she
answered, with the unques
tionable self-assurance of a
seven year old know-it-all.
The smiling woman turned
to Kelly (my roommate) and
asked “Well, what do you
want to be when you grow
up”? Kelly looked up at her,
thought about it for a second.

and answered: “A frog.”
While Kelly may have
ruined her Dad’s shining
parental moment, I think she
got something right in her
response. See - Kelly adored
frogs, and continues to love
animals to this day. While her
answer wasn’t exactly inspir
ing (as her Dad at hoped),
nor a predictable successful
position (i.e. doctor, lawyer,
teacher), it contained a
crucial element that many of
us miss when we think about
our future. Her answer ad
dressed what she loved
From a young age we
are taught how to identify
success in sprawling houses,
lavish vacations, and shiny
cars. If we are lucky, we get
nudged down the path of the
least resistance that allows us
to obtain it. On this path we
find very little love, a small
amount of ambition, and a
lot of pre conceived notions.
An example of this path ex
ists in the collegiate process,
as uncertain undergrads
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are often advised to pursue
business degrees. Why? To
start, such a degree makes
you marketable and more
employable- right when you
graduate. My own father, a
very successful businessman,
attempted to convince me
to take the business degree
route. I understood his rea
soning, and I could see my
self tempted to do the same
thing for my own children.
You want your kids to have
the best possible chance to
be employed, to succeed. A
business degree is an excel
lent start on that path.
However, I think we may
be missing something in
taking this fast-track pursuit
to success. I am not doubting
that some people are very
passionate about entering the
business world, but I have a
feeling that many of us have
passions that be elsewhere.
They are tough questions to
ask yourself. Am I doing it
because I love it? Or, am I
doing it because it is safe?

Another roommate of
mine switched her major
from health communications
to photography. Some would
call this a risky move. With
her health communications
degree she probably would
have been able to secure em
ployment at a health facihty
rather quickly upon gradu
ation. However her love for
photography is tangible; she
is an artist and it is evident in
everything that she does. She
is not stupid- she picked up a
communications minor and
knows the avenues in which
she is most likely to get a job.
But she refused to turn her
back on her passions, and
now she gets to look forward
to utilizing them for the rest
of her life.
Maybe it is time to rede
fine success. Maybe success
is knowing what you love,
and being able to make it a
part of your bfe and career.
Maybe five-year old Kelly,
with her love for frogs, is
smarter than the rest of us.
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HEY THERE, TIMBERLAKER

The rise and fall of former columnist
BY CHRIS SLATTERY
GVL JOKESTER

PROMOTIONS OFFICE | COURTESY
20/20 experience: Musician Justin Timberlake gets behind the desk during a recent visit to
GVSU’s 2020 desk. Timberlake will the 2020 desk in an upcoming promotion for his new album.

GV to announce 2020 Desk,Timberlake promo campaign
BY GVL STAFF

Grand Valley State Uni
versity’s Office of Student
Life issued a press release
today announcing a an ar
rangement made privately
between administrators and
pop musician Justin Tim
berlake. The arrangement,
which affords Timberlake
full use of the 2020 infor
mation desk at GVSU in a
new music video, is part of a
larger promotional effort for
Timberlake’s new album.
The 20/20 Experience.
Timberlake told universi
ty officials that the connec
tions between his album title
and last name seemed like

f *

a great fit to promote The
20/20 experience, and offi
cially signed on as a “Timberlaker” for the remainder
of production.
“I am worried about the
increased number of phone
calls we may receive, we’rer
already so popular with stu
dents,” said Holden Alee,
2020 desk student manager
said. ‘‘But as long as 1 got
my suit and tie...”
For the face of the univer
sity’s ‘‘Hey There, Laker!”
campaign and current 20/20
desk spokesperson, Lewis
Stone, the new partnership,
he said, is disenfranchising.
‘‘Cry me a River - how

quickly I went from ‘Hey
There, Laker’ to ‘Bye Bye
Bye,”’ he said. ‘‘It seems
like I am no longer ‘N Sync
with Grand Valley.”
The university decided
not to announce the first
round of meetings between
Timberlake, his agent and
GVSU, but said they will
publically announce more in
formation on his next GVSU
appearance today at 3 p.m. at
the 2020 desk in Allendale’s
Kirkhof Center lobby.
Follow
@GVSU2020
and
@GVSUStudentLife
for more information and
the latest updates.

Dear Lanthorn and Lanthom Readers,
My name is Chris. I don’t
know if anyone at Grand
Valley remembers me, but
I used to have a column on
this very opinion page erf
the Lanthom last year and
the year before that. Then I
graduated and moved out to
Lansing.
That should be the end of
this story.
Instead, my life at GV
has turned into the third
Lord of the Rings movie; it’s
taking forever to wrap up.
Also, I’ve had the pleasure
of visiting an evil volcano
and throwing a ring-shaped
metaphor into it.
It’s been a weird year.
Recently, I asked GV for
a transcript of my records. I
needed them for a collage.
That’s right, a collage: an as
semblage of scraps of paper
to create a new whole. Don’t
judge. I’ve had a lot of
downtime and have spent it
scrolling through Pinterest.
When the records of
fice mailed me my grades,
they included a note that
included the following sen
tence: ‘‘We reviewed your
transcript and found that
you failed to enroll in a
course required to complete
your BA.” Such a note con
fused me. I didn’t quite un
derstand what this meant.
Surely they couldn’t just
revoke my diploma after
the gradua—
‘‘As a university, we re
serve the right to revoke
any diploma after the grad-’
uation ceremony if our re
cords show an incomplete
curriculum.”
Oh.
After a very heated con
versation with the records
office, I learned two things:

1.
This
happens
roughly four times a year.
They’ve been trying to get
Greg Monahan for a while
now but can’t find his per
manent address.
2.
I have to come
back to Grand Valley State
University for another se
mester.
I talked to Anya, the
Editor in Chief, and she was
gracious enough to give me
my old columnist job again,
causing next fall’s Editor-InChief to suffer a brain aneu
rism (he’s heard the stories).
As for my other job, Campus
Dining said they’d get back
to me about my old student
managing position, but told
me “not to hold |my] breath,
scum stain.” I’m taking that
as a maybe.
While I have been know
to make jokes in the past, I
can’t stress the severity of
this situation. I have a life
in Lansing now: living with
my mom, working as a jani

tor, no girlfriend. I mean, I
can’t be expected to dr<ip
everything just to return and
become a (gasp) glorrfift!
non-traditional student.
What startles me is hOvtf
something this paramodnr
to a graduate’s success*-actual graduation—coulJpT
taken away so easily. It a *•
broken system, sadly, and
I’m not sure there is any
way to reform it. My parents
are pleased as punch, as you
can imagine.
So, with my tail between
my legs and my diplf
invalid, I return to Gl
Rapids today, the first J
in April to show ever
that, even though I’m a J
older, I haven’t change
damn bit.
Love,
Chris Slattery

If you would like to cor
Chris Slattery, please

aprilfools(a1anthom.c<

3 BLOCHS fflST OF JOHO BAIL ZOO
iwn-iepm euervory
956 WIST FUlTOn, BARDD RAPIDS
616.235.8182
.'T '

aprilfoolsalanthorn.com
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I loved my experience at Wayne Law.
Professors are dedicated to promoting
critical thinking and lifelong learning,
and students are strong advocates in
the community. I enjoyed the many
diverse perspectives brought to the P

IV-

classroom and am confident that the
experiences I gained at Wayne Law will
be invaluable in my legal career."
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Eleanor Ung
2011 Law Student of the Year,
National Asian Pacific American Law
Student Association
Wayne Law Class of 2012
We are proud of our outstanding
r> students, and welcome your application
| to join them. Visit law.waynifc.edu by
| April 15 to complete our free online
application.
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APPLY TO BE A COOK LEADERSHIP
ACADEMY FELLOW
'<

Emerging Leaders Preparing to Build Our Future

The Hauenstein Center's Cook Leadership Academy is a leader development program for 40
Grand Valley undergraduate and graduate students. The program is co-curricular and
cross-disciplinary — this year representing 32 different areas of study — and it provides
numerous opportunities for students to expand their horizons and engage the community.
Cook Leadership Academy Fellows — our students — gain access to Hauenstein Center
events and receptions, high-profile community events, and professional training from
Varnum Consulting, Failure-Lab, and other consultants.
They have been face-to-face with four U.S. presidents, two vice presidents, three first ladies,
four secretaries of state, six state governors, numerous business and nonprofit executives,
multiple Pulitzer Prize winning writers, the world's most decorated academic, a Grammy
Award winner, and a national championship basketball coach.

The Cook Leadership

academy is built around four core programs:
i

_

Guru Mentorship

uu v

A

The Wheelhouse Talks

Leader Lens

Build community at the helm

Challenge your perspectives

Talks by a distinguished
cross-section of leaders,
where fellows engage
with local leaders and
the community; collect
perspectives, models,
examples, and values of
leadership; create a
shared vision for the
community.

Intimate gatherings,
where fellows explore
leader ideals and ethical
perspectives with
Hauenstein Center
Director Gleaves
Whitney; tell stories and
test ideas; engage,
advise, and coach one
another

Mentor program, where
fellows access the advice,
guidance, and expertise
of community mentors;
intersect with mentors at
live events; tap into (and
contribute to) the
program's collective
wisdom

Reflection-based,
authentic leadership
program, where fellows
explore their personal
narratives and
fundamental values,
goals, and motives;
discover their strengths
and weaknesses as
leaders

For more info visit

For more info visit

For more info visit

For more info visit

Wheelhousetalks.org

Hauensteincenter.org
/cook-leadership-academy

Hauensteincenter.org
/cook-leadership-academy

Hauensteincenter.org
/cook-leadership-academy

Consult collective wisdom

Muse
Find your spark

Apply Today at

HauensteinCenter.org/fellows-application

hauenstein
Cook

Center

leadership academy
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GVSU LEADS
DIRECTOR'S CUP
STANDINGS
The Director's Cup, a program
honoring the best collegiate
institutions across a variety of
men's and women's athletics,
has Grand Valley State Uni
versity ranked first in all of the
NCAA Division II with 558.5
points according towww.thedirectorscup.com.
GVSU took the lead re
cently as the men's and wom
en's indoor track and field
teams were scored as the
fourth-best teams nationally,
while the men's swimming
and diving team checked in at
11th place while the women's
swimming and diving team
finished in 14th. GLIAC rival,
Ashland University, checked
in at second place with 489
points, while Grand Canyon
University was ranked as the
third-place institution with
481.5 points.
The same universities
finished 1-2-3 last season, as
Grand Canyon took home the
Dll Director's Cup while GVSU
came away with a secondplaoe finish.

GLIAC

STANDINGS
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Landed: Grand Valley State University junior jumper Tendo Lukwago sends the dirt flying up around him at the track and field opener last weekend.

Track, field dominate outdoor opener
BY PETE BORROWS
GVL STAFF WRITER

t was unknown in the day
leading up if an outdoor
meet would be possible as
residual snow melt still coat
ed Grand Valley State Uni
versity’s outdoor facilities.
As a group of studentathletes competed in distant
events hosted by N.C State in
Raleigh, N.C., the tempera
tures back in state couldn’t
be described as balmy, but
the Lakers were able to suc
cessfully complete their first
outdoor competition of the
2013 season, a dual meet
against Saginaw Valley State.
Thankfully for GVSU, who
spent time earlier in the
week shoveling the track,
the icebreaking that took

see what we can work on
throughout the couple weeks
of practice here, but we’ve
improved in almost every
area compared to this meet
last year as far as perfor
mances go so we’re on track
to do some big things.”
GVSU’s men’s team,
ranked No. 11 in the U.S
Track and Field Cross Coun
try Coaches Association
poll, won their meet 11841 while the lady Lakers,
ranked No. 4 in the USTFCCCA computer rankings,
defeated SVSU 107-47.
On the men’s side, GVSU
won 15 of the 16 events that
were contested and record
ed five provisional marks
along the way. Sophmore
Bent VanEnk, who took the

place Saturday afternoon
was strictly metaphorical.
“It was decent day and
I think it was a good ice
breaker for the kids,” said
GVSU track and field sprint,
hurdle and relay coach Keith
Roberts. “Coming out from
indoor, we haven’t competed
in a couple of weeks.”
The outdoor season is
brief - the GLIAC confer
ence meet, set to begin May
1, will be held in a month and although it was only the
first meet, GVSU took off
out of the blocks without a
stumble.
“All of our kids went out
and competed really well,
went after it and got some
things done,” Roberts said.
“We got to see some things,

M .

-BASEB A L L -

HEATING UP

Pitching dominates as Lakers contitfLe their winning ways
BY BRYCE DEROUIN

BASEBALL
GVSU
Ashland
Ohio Dominican
Wayne State
Walsh
Tiffin
Hillsdale
Northwood
Findlay
Lake Erie
Saginaw Valley
Malone

6-1
5-1
4-2
4-3
4-3
4-4
3-4
2-3
3-5
2-5
1-3
2-6

SOFTBALL
GVSU
Tiffin
Ohio Dominican
Northwood
Ferris State
Ashland
Findlay
Hillsdale
Wayne State
Saginaw Valley
Walsh
Lake Erie
Lake Superior St.
Malone

6-0
2-0
5-1
3-1
4-2
4-2
1-3
1-3
0-0
0-0
0-2
0-2
0-4
0-6

M.TENNIS
Ferris State
GVSU
Northwood
Wayne State
MichiganTech
Lake Superior
Tiffin
Ohio Dominican
Malone
Lake Erie
Walsh
Findlay

7-0
7-0
5-0
4-0
3-3
3-4
1-4
1-4
0-3
0-3
0-4
0-6

100-meter dash in a time of
10.75 seconds, and junior
Nathaniel Hammersmith,
who won the 200-meter
dash decidedly in a time of
21.55 seconds, were particu
larly impressive.
The GVSU women also
checked in three provisional
qualifying marks and won
13 of 16 events in the meet.
Senior Kalena Franklin, who
competed in three events in
cluding the women’s 4x400
relay, won both 200-meter
dash (24.55 seconds) and
100-meter hurdles (14.24
seconds). Junior Andrea
Kober won the 400-meter
hurdles with a provisional
qualifying time of 1 minute
2.22 seconds and like Frank
lin, showed off endurance

Men’s tennis remains
perfect in GLIAC play
BY TATE BAKER
GVL STAFF WRITER

While it may be early
in the GLIAC season, the
Grand Valley State Univer
sity men’s baseball team is
already showing signs of
dominance within the con
ference.
GVSU (12-8, 6-1 GLI
AC) used strong pitching
performances from senior
Kyle Teague, and freshman
Patrick Kelly to take both
games in the doubleheader
on Saturday, winning 3-0
and 9-1 over the University
of Findlay.
The game marks GVSU’s
sixth win in their first seven
conference games.
• “Anytime you win both
games that you play, it’s a
good day,” said GVSU head
coach Jamie Detillion. “We
came out, and guys were
prepared. Pitching came out,
threw strikes and competed,
which was very encourag
ing as a coach. Anytime they
can pound the strike zone
like they did, they obviously
give us a chance to win.”
Teague (3-0) set the tone
for GVSU in the first game,
going six innings, while only
allowing three hits and one
walk. It marked the third
consecutive win for Teague
in as many starts.
“The last couple outings
he’s had, he’s been dominat
ing,” Detillion said. “He’s
always had good stuff. Early
in the season, I think he was
just trying to figure out. He’s
just trying to get back in the
swing of things after a year

When it comes to men’s
tennis in the GLIAC, few
have looked more impres
sive than the Grand Valley
State University men’s ten
nis squad.
GVSU’s men’s ten
nis team continued their
dominance in GLIAC play
as they took down Walsh
University 7-2 on Thurs
day, and Malone Univer
sity 8-1 on Friday.
“It’s a great feeling when
everyone is playing well at
the same time,” said soph
omore Francis Bertand.
“Our confidence is show
ing with every match we
play.”
The Lakers are now 7-0
in GLIAC play and are
12-7 overall for the season
thus far. A great start such
as this has given the Lak
ers a confidence booster
throughout all areas of the
game.
“It all starts with our
chemistry,” Bertrand said.
“We know the harder part
of our season is coming up
and we are ready to take
that on.”
No. 1 doubles part
ners Francis Bertrand and
Bryan Hodges continued
their winning ways as they
downed their opponents
8-6 against Walsh to help
the Lakers obtain an early
lead. One in which they

ROBERT MATHEWS | GVL ARCHIVE

off. He’s really come out with
some fire the past few out
ings.”
Teague spent the 2012
season on the sidelines with
a redshirt, due to the NCAA
transfer rules. He previously
attended Valdosta State Uni
versity before he began his
stint at GVSU.
“It’s just getting comfort
able again and getting in the
flow again,” Teague said. “It
took me a little bit of a while
to get back to myself. I felt
like I was never gonna play
again and finally the season
got here, and I wasn’t too
happy with my first start,
but coming out and throw

ing some good games feels
good.”
In the nightcap, Findlay
pushed across an early run
in the bottom of the first to
give them an early lead, but
GVSU would come back
and win 9-1 behind the arm
of Kelly (2-2), who went six
innings and allowed five hits
and the one run. He also
managed to strike out eight
batters, which is a seasonhigh for GVSU pitchers.
The Laker offense was
fueled by sophomore Jesse
Abel, who carried over the
momentum from his gameSEE HEATING UP. A3

SEE TRACK. A3
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Batter up: GVSU’s Kevin Zak at bat during a game last season.

and versatility.
The story of the meet
however, as so often is the
case, was senior thrower
Sam Lockhart who once
again decided to take a pen
to GVSU’s record book, set
ting two, hitting one provi
sional mark and two auto
matic qualifiers. Lockhart
began by topping her own
school mark of 54.62 meters
by reaching 56.38 meters in
discuss, the fifth best throw
in NCAA Division II his
tory, finished by topping her
shot put record by .03 meters
with a throw of 15.91 meters
and then added a second
place finish in the hammer
throw for good measure.

wouldn’t relinquish.
“We are relaxed and
comfortable playing with
each other,” Bertrand said.
“It’s easy for us right now
to say the least.”
Junior Ben Esh-Nauta
and freshman Andrew
Bole followed cue and won
the No. 3 doubles competi
tion for the Lakers as well.
“We are feeling great
right now,” Bole said. “We
all went out and played
great this weekend. That’s
something we look to do
every match.”
During singles compe
tition, the big three of Ber
trand, Hodges, and junior
Andrew Darrell went on to
win each of their matches
respectively, proving once
again that the top of the
roster for the Lakers is as
strong as their GLIAC re
cord proves.
“We are a very strong
team,”
Bertrand
said.
“It’s not just our guys at
the number one through
whatever spots, it’s every
guy on the team. We are
all playing to our potential
right now, but that doesn’t
mean we can’t improve.”
The GVSU women’s
tennis team unfortunately
did not have the same for
tune this weekend as they
dropped a close one to In
diana Pennsylvania UniSEE TENNIS. A3
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Grand Valley State University
senior outfielder Emily Jones
was honored with a pair of
awards last week, earning
both the GLIAC Softball Player
of the Week and the GVSU
Student Athlete of the Week.
Jones put on a show
offensively for GVSU (18-2)
in a pair of doubleheaders,
going 8-15 in the team's four
victories, hitting five doubles
and 10 RBI while posting an
.800 slugging percentage.
The native of Lapeer, Mich,
leads the GLIAC in RBI (28)
this season, while her eight
doubles are tied for third
most.
I The No. 15 Lakers will
return to action at home
Tuesday in a doubleheader
against Northwood University
at 3:30 p.m. and 5:30 p.m.,
followed by a doubleheader
with Ferris State University on
Saturday at 1 p.m. and 3 p.m.

iff

JONES EARNS GLIAC,
GVSU AWARDS
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Growing Pains
Lacrosse drops third-consecutive game
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BY ADAM KNORR
GVL STAFF WRITER

For the third time in five
days, the Grand Valley State
University womens lacrosse
team found themselves in New
York, battling for a win on the
East Coast. The road trip woes
continued for the Lakers, how
ever, as they dropped a 17-7
decision to Queens (N.Y.) Col
lege on Thursday afternoon.
Poor execution, a slow
start, and the inability to put
away open shots doomed the
Lakers as they lost their third
consecutive game, falling to
2-5 on the 2013 campaign.
GVSU couldn’t keep up
with the Knights offensively, as
Queens shot out of the gate to
take a 5-1 lead. Sophomore Alyssa Neumen converted a free-
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position opportunity to bring
the Lakers within three, but a
3-0 run by Queens effectively
put the game out of reach by
the end of the first half.
The stat sheet, outside of
the score, showed a very tight
game, as GVSU was outshot
29-22, but won the ground
balls battle. Draw controls
were even at 13 apiece, and
GVSU managed to force one
more turnover.
Despite what looks like an
improvement on paper, Laker
head coach Alicia Groveston
was unhappy with her team’s
play.
“It was a very poorly ex
ecuted game,” Groveston said.
“We struggled with every part
of our game. We just got in our
own way a lot of the time. We

HEATING UP
CONTINUED FROM B1

winning hit against Hillsdale College, into
the weekend against Findlay.
In his only plate appearance in the first
game, Abel drove in a run on an RBI single
to pad GVSU’s lead and give them a 2-0 ad
vantage. That was a sign of things to come

s

TRACK
CONTINUED FROM B1

“We expect good results,”
said GVSU throwing coach
Blaine Maag. “Our goals
were a little under that so
she (Sam Lockhart) kind
of out performed her goals,
but she’s capable of per
forming at that level all the
time. I wouldn’t say that it’s
surprising, but definitely
pleased with it. We’re a lit
tle behind schedule, most
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played as poorly as we have all
year.”
The second season of
GVSU lacrosse has been a
tough one for the Lady Lak
ers, as they have struggled to
replicate last years record of
10-7. GVSUs tough schedule
hasn’t done them any favors
in the wins department up to
this point in the campaign, but
they hope the challenges they
face now, will prove to pay div
idends come time for confer
ence play. According to soph
omore midfielder Meagan
Emery, GVSUs disappointing
record is a poor barometer of
their play compared to last
year’s team.
“Even though we lost, our
play was still an improvement
from last year,” Emery said.

for later in the day, as Abel went 2-for-3 with
one run, three RBI, a walk, and a homerun
in the second game.
“I’m just trying to see a lot of pitches,”
Abel said. “I’m really just trying to put good
swings on the ball, and today it worked out
well. You always hear about hard work pays
off, but I really think I’m a spitting image
of that. I feel like I have put my time in and

of us are, because we didn’t
get outside until this week.
We’ve had very little out
door training. Sam’s just a
little bit above everybody,
just her level of confidence
and abilities.”
Back in action next
week, the team, with the
exception of the vaulters
who will compete at Ferris
State, will continue to cope
with the elements as long
as they have to as they pre
pare for the Spartan Invite

hosted by Michigan Sate.
There’s still plenty of work
to be done and not much
time left to do it.
“We had some good
things that happened,” said
GVSU head coach Jerry
Baltes. “It’s always good to
get a W and we just have to
keep building, keep work
ing and come back stron
ger. Hopefully take another
step forward next week and
go from there.”

pbarrows@lanthorn.com

“We could’ve kept up with this
team and we could’ve execut
ed and taken the game. It’s just
the little things.”
The road trip has been
tough on the Lakers, who have
only played one game at home
this season, which was a 20-5
win over Indiana Tech Univer
sity. Traveling will be a com
mon theme for GVSU, as it is
the only Division II women’s
lacrosse team in the state of
Michigan, meaning that even
their conference games will re
quire them to leave the state.
The East Coast road trip
cumulated on Saturday, as
the Lakers will take on Rob
erts Wesleyan University for
one last game in New York
Conference play will come as
a welcome relief for GVSU, as

BO ANDERSON

Focused: GVSU's Zoe Stiemann during last Thursday’s game.

it combines easier opponents
with more home games.
“We love home games, so
we can’t wait to get back” said
sophomore midfielder Kelsei
Streeter. “We need that game
(Roberts Wesleyan) 100%. We
need a strong win to keep our
morale up.”
In addition to playing at
home, GVSU will face teams
who have a combined record

I’m just ready to show it.”
After winning six of their last seven con
tests, Detillion has seen progress from his
team, but isn’t ready to say they are where
they need to be.
“We’re definitely making progress,” he
said. “It’s too early to tell. I just want us to
keep playing well and focus on the day-today stuff and I think because of the talent we

TENNIS
CONTINUED FROM B1

versity by a score of 5-4.
“It was a close match
throughout,” said GVSU head
coach John Black “It’s one of
those matches that can go
either way. However, I think
the girls all played with inten 
sity and focus and that’s what
you sometimes look for.”
GVSU’s women’s tennis
team is now 22-5, holding on
to their 42nd national rank
ing in the ITA national poll.

JlJuU

aknorr(a)lanthorn.com

have, and the way guys work in practice, I
definitely think we will be in good shape.”
GVSU wrapped up their trip to Find
lay on Saturday with a nine-inning contest
scheduled for noon. They’ll have their first
home contest of the season this Tuesday
when they host Tiffin University at 1 p.m.

sports@lanthorn.com

“It’s nice to be nationally
ranked but you can’t really look
to far into that,” Black said. “It’s
hard to compare some of these
teams because they often nev
er play each other.”
Sophomore Kali Phillips
and freshman Claire Cooper
picked up a win in the No. 3
doubles competition, that be
ing the only doubles compe
tition won by GVSU that day.
Phillips finished out her day
by defeating Erica Schnaas
6-0, 6-3 to pick up a victory
in the singles competition for

I I IvJI li

of 16-32 up to this point in the
season. This is bound to be wel
come relief from their previous
competition, who are sporting
an astounding 43-15 record.
The Lakers were led on Thurs
day by sophomore Ali Dixon,
who scored a team-high two
goals to go with one assist. Kayleen Kelty carried the Knights
with a game-high four goals.

the Lakers.
“Kalli played well and
played with confidence,”
Black said. She’s capable of
having that type of perfor
mance any given day.”
The GVSU women’s ten
nis team will next face Drury
University in St. Louis, Mo.
On April 13th. After a match
up with Lake Erie College on
Saturday, the men’s tennis
team will continue their GLIAC run against Northwood
University on April 6th.

tbaker@lanthorn.com
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Paid Opportunity: May 2013 - April 2014
Part Time (15 - 19 hours per week)

THE GIG

Provide sales, marketing, &
customer service support
for the village at 48 west
team by promoting the
community atmosphere
and serving as a
student liason.

SRFChOM

8 Promote open lines of communication with
community residents
8 Plan, organize and implement residential and
on campus events
8 Maintain social media marketing outlets
8 Answer inquiries and tour prospective residents

Attend a

2

8 Assist with establishing community ground
rules and exercise good judgement.

group interview
Wednesday, April 10
at 3:30pm in the commons

8 Actively participate in team meetings, projects
and responsibilities
8 Be available to work weekday and
weekend hours.

You will receive an email
informing yotyOU Ve •
3

THE PRE-REQ'S
8 Current resident at 48west or future resident
with set move- In date.

been selected for
the next step

8 Currently enrolled as a GVSU student or
confirmed freshman or transfer student.

Friday,April 12

8 Minimum cumulative GPA of 2.5 for
undergraduates currently enrolled.
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THE QUEST RUNS
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thru

APRIL STH

8 Must attend CA Training 4/29 - 5/3

FINAL round

8 Must participate in Turnover 7/19 - 8/31

there wilj be final interviews
on londay, April 15
Tuesday, April 16
•
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if-You dare
FOLLOW THE DAILY CLUES TO WIN JLT
fACEBOOK.COM/GYSU FOOD

If you make the

for more information
visit www.ipaliving.com/careers or

s

contact us at
manager@48west.com

Positions will be
offered on
'

Monday April 22
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0-0 draw showcases potential for young Lakers
BY JAY BUSHEN
GVL ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The Grand Valley State
University womens soc
cer team experienced some
growing pains offensively in
a 0-0 draw with Davenport
University on Friday night,
which came as no surprise to
head coach David Dilanni.
“Were not going to re
place All-Americans im
mediately,” Dilanni said.
“Its just not going to hap
pen right away. With such a
young roster, especially up
front, there are going to be
moments that are pleasing
and moments that leave us
searching for answers.”
GVSU failed to reach the
back of the net despite an
early offensive surge in the
first half, and was ultimately
shut out by a Davenport
squad that proved to be rath
er stingy in their own zone.
GVSU is now 1-0-1 through
two games of its five-game
spring schedule.
“In the first 20-25 min-*

utes we had great rhythm of
fensively,” he said. “It should
have been 3-0 or 4-0 but we
couldn’t find that same spark
tonight. We need our for
wards to be more consistent
with their work ethic and to
understand what it takes to
be dangerous.”
The NSC A A Midwest
Region Coach of the Year
said his team will particular
ly work on finishing during
its final seven practices of
the spring, and if the Lakers
hope to make it back to the
national semifinals, they’ll
certainly need to fill the
shoes of Ashley Botts and
Kayla Addison.
The pair of senior for
wards produced more than
42 percent of the team’s
overall scoring last season,
creating a void that will like
ly be filled by underclassmen
in the fall. GVSU’s defense,
on the other hand, has not
missed a beat.
“We’ve been consis
tent throughout the whole

spring,” said junior Taylor
Callen. “If we play well
back there, it will make
things easier for the for
wards and mids who aren’t
quite as experienced”
The team’s experience
on the back end proved to
be suffocating for the sec
ond time in as many games,
posting another shut out af
ter blanking Loyola Univer
sity 1-0 on March 24.
The team will also be
faced with the challenge of
replacing Daktronics, Inc.
and NSCAA All-America
first team senior goalie
Chelsea Parise, who set the
Division II shutout record
last September. Dilanni
hopes that senior leadership
from the likes of Callen and
junior Autumn Jacobs will
make a difference when the
fall season starts.
“An important thing is
coming out to every practice
and playing as hard as we
can,” Jacobs said. “We just
need to set the tone and let

BO ANDERSON | GVL

In position: GVSU's Shelby Humphries (10) fights for position against Davenport's Laken.

the younger players know
what it takes to win games.
Leading by example is the
biggest thing.”
The team will travel to

take part in a four-team
event at the University of
Notre Dame on Saturday.
The event will be between
the Fighting Irish, the Uni

versity of Iowa and the Indi
ana University-Purdue Uni
versity of Fort Wayne.

assistantsports@
lanthorn.com
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Offense fuels softball to undefeated GLIAC record
BY PETE BARROWS
GVL STAFF WRITER

The weather hasn’t perfect
over the last week, but the
Grand Valley State Univer
sity softball team has been.
The Lakers went 4-0 over
the weekend after opening
conference play 2-0 Wednes
day night and are aptly dem
onstrating that there is more
than one way to go about
winning softball games.
Senior ace Hannah Santora, listed at 5’3W, is the
shortest player on GVSU’s
softball team and has pitched
in 371.1 innings during her
career as a Laker. Fresh
man pitcher Sara Andrasik,
listed at 6’ even, is the tall
est student-athlete on the
roster and has only 53.2 in
nings to her name. In many
ways, they couldn’t be more
different, but both Santora
(who is 11-0 and the first
Laker to start off a season
10-0 since Jen Mackson in
2003) and Andrasik boast
sub two ERA’s through 22
games this year. While they
both sport differing styles,
both brought home wins on
Friday and Saturday.
“I think Sara Andrasik’s
probably a little bit more
confident now as she’s go
ing - that’s nice,” said GVSU
head coach Doug Woods.
“Hannah’s a battler. I’d like
her to cut the walks down
just a little bit (she only had
one Friday) - I told her I’m
gray enough already, I don’t
need more gray hairs - but
she battles, even if she does

give somebody a walk. She
did a nice job.”
Senior centerfielder and
leadoff hitter Nellie Kosola
is an athlete whose special
ties include getting on base
and patrolling the outfield
with a natural ease. Senior
designated player Katie
Martin has shifted positions
throughout her career, but
has never been anything
less than a menace for op
posing pitchers with a bat in
her hands. With two homers

a

We lost to them
last year so it was
good to beat them
twice.

NELLIE KOSOLA
CENTERFIELDER

in the first three innings of
Saturdays first game against
Lake Erie, Martin tied the
Laker and GLIAC career
record with 46 home runs
and Martin’s 10-total bases
Friday made her GVSU’s alltime leader with 447 bases.
Offensively, Kosola and
Martin bring distinct styles
to the table, but they are
GVSU’s one and two single
season hit record holders
(with 87 and 85 hits, respec

tively) and are each batting
over .400 in 2013. They both
also helped to officially wel
come Walsh College into the
GLIAC with redeeming 4-0
and 6-1 victories.
“We lost to them last year
so it was good to beat them
twice,” Kosola said. “They’re
new to the conference so it
was nice to show them what
the conference is about. Two
big wins and then we have two
more big games tomorrow.”
On Saturday, the Lak
ers picked up right where
they left off and continued
to showcase the best of both
mundane and spectacular
varieties of baseball. Domi
nate 23-0 and 12-1 victories
against Lake Erie put an end
to the week and sent the
Lakers home a little early to
celebrate Easter.
From 2004 to 2010,
GVSU did not score 16 runs
in a single game. After a
16-run inning Wednesday,
GVSU scored 15 during the
first inning against Lake Erie
after three homers and two
grand slams between se
niors Kayleigh Bertram and
Martin. Highlights were ac
cumulated as rampantly by
the Lakers as the score was
built and included plays like
Kosola’s laser-guided throw
on a string back to home just
in time for Holt to swiftly
make the tag at the plate af
ter tracking down a stray fly
one out in to the top of the
third in game one.
Martin’s string of three
consecutive doubles in game

one, each of which appeared
to find a homing beacon be
hind a championship ban
ner hung along the fence in
centerfield and scored runs,
were equally worthy of recog
nition. As were Brittany Tay
lor’s towering homerun shot
in game two on Friday and
Santora’s two shutouts (her
2nd and 3rd of the season
giving her 11 in her career).
After another set of backto-back victories, ‘just win’
might also be a suitable
rally cry for the 20-2 Lakers.
Whether it’s getting runners
on-base, advancing them with
sacrifice bunts, hitting with
timing, fielding with precision
or pitching with tact, the Lak-

the art of small ball and are
capable of synthesizing power
when it counts.
“Briauna (Taylor, GVSU’s
starting shortstop who had
seven assists in game two
against Walsh) has great
range, gets to a lot of balls,”
Woods said. “That helps
you out so much, helps
your pitcher out. Then (with
girls like Kosola, the Taylor
twins, senior Kayleigh Ber
tram, junior Tanya Calkins,
freshman Chelsea Horvath,
McKenze Supernaw) we try
to get them moving to sec
ond cause we’ve got some
girls (like seniors Holt, Mar
tin, Emily Jones, Maggie Kopas, junior Miranda Cleary)

that. That’s sort of fast-pitch
softball, how it’s played and
they understand that.”
Short, tall, experienced
and youthful, the Lakers are
a collective contradiction.
Amongst the 20 girls on the
team, their styles are unique.
They’re a 5-tool team that
plays intelligently and plays
together. It takes all 20 girls to
complete the winning puzzle.
“They all get along well
and as you said, that’s im
portant,”
Woods
said.
“They’re pulling for each
other - when one’s out, one’s
in, they’re pulling for that
person. That’s what you like
to see. You’ve got to have it
that way, you definitely do.”

— pbarrows@lanthorn.com
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SOCIAL MEDIA GOES RED
FOR MARRIAGE EQUALITY
GRAND VALLEY LANTHORN

BY JESSICA SMITH

nity desperately needs.”
As a member of the LGBT
ast week, a sea of red washed community, Alee said he was
over social media, taking extremely moved to see so many
the place of users’ profile profile pictures change and that
pictures and backgrounds in con
the support meant a lot to him.
duction with two U.S. Supreme
“Honestly, I think it’s great be
Court hearings regarding same- cause it gives a visibility of how
sex marriage. The first, Califor many people support it, but at
nia’s referendum barring same- the same time I’m not sure it will
sex marriage and the nd the other actually affect the Supreme Court
called the Defense of Marriage
Act, or DOMA, which defines
a
marriage as a “union between
one man and one woman” and
prevents the government from All of us know
recognizing the official union of
same-sex couples. The red equal how important it is
signs all over social media? Those
were originaly designed by the to feel loved and
Human Rights Campaign as a understood, and it
symbol of support for marriage
equality, and was quickly ad doesn't matter what
opted by advocates of same-sex
marriage nationwide on all social form that takes.
19
networking platforms.
The rulings have ignited an
other surge in public investment
on gay marriage rights - but how
does the public invest? What’s
the difference between genuine HOLDEN ALEE
advocacy and a passing fad? How GVSU STUDENT
much does it even matter to the
powers that be?
At Grand Valley State Uni
versity, some students think the ruling,” said Deva Hull, GVSU
HRC’s red equal sign promotion student.
was an encouraging symbol of
Although the support makes
solidarity, while others don’t see it the LGBT community hopeful,
Hull said it’s only a stepping-stone
as much at all.
“The wonderful thing about to gaining equal rights.
“Marriage equality won’t help
the symbol is how quickly it
was embraced and picked up on all gay people,” Hull said. “At the
Facebook,” said GVSU student end of the day being married is
Holden Alee. “As someone who not going to help people who
supports marriage equality, I cannot get jobs and sustain them
was thrilled to see people taking selves. I hope they don’t forget
the opportunity to show their about other things too, just basic
support. It builds such a sense rights. I think that’s something
of community and support, that shouldn’t be forgotten during
. * something the LGBT commu the fight for marriage equality”

While HRC’s red equal sym
bol continues to gain popularity
online, some students don’t see it
lasting for much longer.
“It’s like a couple years ago
when everyone was talking
about Kony, and how everyone
posted all these videos about it
and stuff, but who supports that
now? Who still posts things on
Facebook? They don’t,” said stu
dent Courtney Fleeker-Holmes.
“It’s gone. It was a fad and that’s
just what this is. If it helps peo
ple know that they have support
then good for them.”
Student Whitney Rhoades
said she’ll support the cause, but
she’s not likely to promote it.
“I don’t want to say I won’t
talk about it, but I don’t like to
because usually I found that it
creates an argument between
two different sides,” Rhoades
said. “We all have our own opin
ions, just don’t discriminate
someone else’s opinions.”
Whether the symbol is a fad
or a stepping-stone to a bigger
conversation, Alee thinks the
red equal sign is a positive thing
for the LGBT community. He
said he disagrees with the per
ception that changing a profile
picture does nothing to make a
tangible impact.
“The people who posted the
symbol are making a statement.
They are saying that not only do
they believe in marriage equal
ity, but also that they support the
LGBT community?’ Aiee said.
“I reminded my friend that a
14-year-old struggling with her
sexuality may see that a friend
posted the symbol and turn to that
friend for support. All of us know
how important it is to feel loved
and understood, and it doesn’t
matter what form that takes.”

GVL STAFF WRITER
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jsmith(a)lanthorn.com

GV hosts annual Intercultural Festival
BY BECKY SPAULDING
GVL STAFF WRITING

On March 26, Grand
Valley State University
held its annual Intercul
tural Festival in Kirkhof s Grand River Room.
Students and staff gath
ered to watch traditional
dances, enjoy a variety
of food from different
. cultures, and learn more
-about the different cul
tures at GVSU.
r* “The goal is to expose
our guests to a variety
-of different cultures,”
aaid Aris Montopoulos,
cultural and campus
programs graduate as
sistant in the Office of
Student Life or organizer of the event.
Different on-campus
■i organizations had tables
at the event, including
Students for Haiti, the
Padnos
International
Center, Study Abroad
Alumni
Association,

the Chess Club, the Jap
anese Culture Club, the
GVSU Team Against
Bias and GVSU’s gay
-straight alliance, Out
‘N About. The members
of Out ‘N About worked
for three weeks on their
club’s presentation, said
Leslie Boker, who is on
their E-Board.
Their tables were filled
with information about
types of sexual identities
- some that not everyone
may be aware of.
“I think (the infor
mation table) is the
most important part
of (the event) for us,”
said Amanda Grant,
vice president of Out
‘N About. “Because
people don’t know how
to interact with LGBT
people sometimes, they
can’t face us in the real
world until they meet
us. It’s making us hu
man to some people.”
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In motion: GVSU's Belly Dance Club feel the rythm at the Intercultural Festival.

The event featured
a variety of dances
from different cultures,
including
Capoeira
Mandinga, Okinawan
dance, Ghanaian dance
drumming - where
members of the crowd
were able to join in, and

belly dancing, among
others. There was also
a world trivia segment,
hosted by the Padnos
International Center’s
Marvis Herring.
The trivia event in
cluded questions about
different countries’ lead-

ers, sports and tradi
tions, and all attendees
were invited to partici
pate. The event is about
more than entertain
ment, though, said Alissa Lane, outreach coor
dinator for the PIC.
“I think that every-

one recognizes how
important diversity is,
but we don’t always get
a chance to celebrate it,”
Lane said. “So I think
something like this takes
it beyond just diversity
for diversity’s sake - it’s
actually getting to cel
ebrate each other’s cul
tures, and learn about
things other people are
interested in, and really
just recognize how far
Grand Valley has come
as far as what the cul
tural opportunities are
on campus for students.”
It gives people a
chance to get involved
with other areas of in
terest, or just to see that
it’s out there, Lane said.
“For us (the PIC)
the study abroad aspect
fits in,” she said. “We’re
always trying to send
people away to get them
out into the world, to
go out and experience

other cultures first hand
- but a lot of that can
be done right here at
Grand Valley as well.”
The event allowed an
open dialogue between
groups and attendees
about culture and iden
tity, and exposed some
to food, music and ideas
they may not have known
about previously.
“Sometimes people
just stick with who
they’re familiar with, but
I think events like this
kind of gets you out of
that comfort zone,” Lane
said. “You don’t just see
people just sticking with
their own organiza
tion, they have friends
in other organizations
... (it’s about) running
into things you wouldn’t
have otherwise, and it’s
way beyond just a cel
ebration.”

bspaulding(a)
lanthorn.com

ASU to team up with Michigan Blood for Be the Match registry
BY BECKY SPAULDING
J GVL STAFF WRITER

On April 2, the Asian Student Union
jvill team up with Michigan Blood to
* -host the Be the Match registry. The
■•event invites students, faculty and
staff to join the National Marrow Do
nor Program’s registry, which matches
possible bone marrow donors with pa
tients who have blood cancers like leu
kemia and lymphoma, according to the
National Marrow Donor Program.
To register, participants will provide
4 cheek swab, and will be contacted in
*5he future if they are needed to donate.
vThey will remain in the registry until
- their 61st birthday, unless they opt out.
A bone marrow transplant is “a life
-saving treatment for people with blood
&incers ... and other life-threatening
j diseases,” according to NMDP. “First, pa
tients undergo chemotherapy and some«. times radiation to destroy their diseased
-^ioJutow. Then the donor’s healthy blood•jityming cells are given directly into the
fs bloodstream, where they can bei to function and multiply'’

The Be the Match registry is impor
tant to the ASU and other cultural orga
nizations because of the great need for
minorities in the registry, ASU President
Jerika Nguyen said.
“Over 70 percent of the registry is
Caucasian, so it’s difficult for minor
ity patients to find a life-saving match,
as patients are more likely to find a
match in someone of their ethnic back
ground,” Nguyen said.
She added that, as students, its impor
tant to start trying to represent change.
“I think its important to not only
speak of the need for change, but also
to enact it,” Nguyen said. “Of course, we
as individuals have the ability to enact
change throughout our lives, but col
lege is perhaps the best time to decide
what type of change that is. It’s during
this time that we have an entire student
body to inform, educate, inspire, and
become inspired by in the same way."
Doctors search the Be the Match
registry based on their patients needs in
order to find donors who are a match.
According to the NMDP, “About 1

in 540 members of the Be The Match
Registry in the United States will go on
to donate bone marrow or peripheral
blood stem cells (PBSC) to a patient.”
For people wary of participating, the
process is simple, free and nothing to be
afraid of, Nguyen said.
“The most important thing for pos
sible participants to know is that they
shouldn’t let their preconceptions of
the event and process misguide them,”
Nguyen said. “ It is not as scary as you
might think. It is quick and painless to
join. There is a 1/540 chance you’ll be
asked to donate. Donating is, for the ma
jority of the time, non-surgical. And do
nating never costs the donor money”
The Be the Match registry event will
be held from 8 a.m. until 3:30 p.m. on
April 2 in the Kirkhof Center’s Grand
River Room.
Those interested in registering can
drop in any time during those hours.
For more information, email asu@>mail.
gvsu.edu or visit asugvsu.wordpress.
com/events.

bspauiding@lanthorn.com
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Slugger: The Asain Student Union will parter with Ml Blood to
recruit for the National Marrow Donor Program's registry.
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Warrior Run opens up registration to public
BY KARI NORTON
GVL LAKER LIFE EDITOR

Do you have what it takes
to make it through over
12-obstacles, which include
leaping over fire and trek
king through mud, in one
of this years Warrior Run
5Ks? Or, how about working
for the company that puts it
on?
Red Frog Events is bring
ing the fierce run to Mt.
Morris, MI on July 27 and 28
and again to Walker, Mich,
on Sept. 21 and is currently
looking for interns to work
in their Chicago offices this
summer and fall. Event Co
ordinator Lauren Gula said
experience isn’t needed to
participate in the race or
become a “Tadpole”, as they
like to call their interns.
While some training and
preparation is encouraged,
anyone can participate in
the Warrior Dash, no matter
what shape they are in.
“Our
Warrior
Dash
course is designed to engage
every Warrior both physi
cally and mentally,” Gula
said. “From climbing over
junk cars in Road Rage, to
leaping over fire during the
Warrior Roast, each obsta
cle will test the limits of our
warriors.”
Following the run, War
riors will be treated to a festi
val, where they will receive a
custom finisher medal, fuzzy

LAUREN GULA | COURTESY

Do you have what it takes to be a warrior?: A warrior
gets up from the mud during a past Warrior Race.

Warrior helmet, t-shirt, free
beer and the overall pride
in themselves for finishing.
Awards will also be given to
the top three male and female

runners, and a contest for Best
Warrior Beard and most ridic
ulous costume will take place.
“The festival is a one-ofa-kind party atmosphere

featuring live music, craft
beers, and turkey legs,” Gula
said. “We will continue to
create an experience War
riors will never forget with
our demanding obstacles
and kickass festival area.”
Students who are chosen
to be Event Coordinators are
asked to work at least 40-50
hours per week, but will be of
fered unlimited vacation days
and get paid $500 per week.
The job is very interactive,
Gula said. Every Event Co
ordinator will work at least
three on-site events during
their term, with different
tasks and responsibilities.
Projects include working
with Great Urban Race, Ur
ban Warrior Dash and Fire
fly, the East Coast’s three-day
music festival, which Red
Hot Chili Peppers and Tom
Petty will be headlining.
“We hire students and
graduates from a range of
backgrounds, majors and
schools,” Gula said. “You do
not need a degree in event
planning or communica
tions to be considered for a
position. We look for can
didates who are passionate,
embrace change, can be the
ideal teammate and give
good high-fives.”
GVSU alumna Krista
Paulin is working as an
Event Coordinator in the
current season after gradu
ating from the HTM - Event

Planning

Department

in

2011.
“Red Frog does not look
at how much experience you
have, they look at your pas
sion for the industry and your
passion for the events that
they put on,” Paulin said.
Paulin said she would rec
ommend students apply for
the internship because they
would be getting six to eight
jobs worth of experience.
The departments they could
work in range from Human
Resources, Event Planning,
Recruitment, Sponsorship,
Talent Research, Negotia
tions and much more.
A big thing to focus on be
fore applying is constructing a

good cover letter, Paulin s^id.
Make sure to show that you
are passionate about the com
pany you want to work for#
“Be yourself and let your
personality shine,” Paulin
said. “There are people that
work at Red Frog with all
different backgrounds rang
ing from Event Planning,
Marketing and all the way to
Engineering.”
For more information
about Warrior Dash, check
out www.warriordash.com/
index.php and go to www.
redfrogevents.com if you’re
interested in working for
Red Frog Events.

lakerlife@lanthorn.com

Women’s Center EqualiTea event sparks conversation
Women’s Center said she felt that the
event was a success, and appreciated the
time and effort volunteers put into it.
“I think it was nice to incorporate the
performance art aspects to the event so
you can see the different avenues and fac
ets of women’s struggles,” LeFurge said.
This was the tenth EqualiTea event put
on by the Women’s Center, and members
plan to continue to incorporate it into
Women’s History month annually.
Discussion of women’s views on
silence, equality, and- complicity ran
rampant aft^r tf>e sp«^4cK present^!. *
Not only did this event spark interest,
it sparked meaningful conversation.
“Any time you can fill a room and
have a lot of engaged participation,
that shows success,” Wassanaar said.
“This was a good opportunity to bring
staff, faculty, and students together.”

BY JACKIE SMITH
GVL STAFF WRITER

Activists, students, faculty and staff
came together to discuss literature,
politics and reform at EqualiTea, an
annual event held in honor of March
being Women’s History Month.
The event was presented by the
Grand Valley State University Women’s
Center and co-sponsored by The Amer
ican Association of University Women
Grand Rapids Chapter on March 26
from 3-5 p.m. in Jhe Pere Marquette
HoonroftheKirkhof Cotter. « a*#™
Tea, snacks, and conversation were
all present.
JoAnn Wassenaar of the Women’s
Center was a main player in making
this event happen.
“The goal of this event is to have
people come together to have serious
conversation about issues and events

student
per
formances of
WASSENAAR
the play, “That
Takes Ovaries,” telling real stories from
G\£S.U students,, about theii^struggle&
with feminine issues.
People in attendance also got a sneak
peek of the performance “LOUD
MOUTHS: A Slice of the UN-Silenced
Pie,” which will take place April 5 and 6
at 7:30 p.m. at the Overbrook Theater.
The event will be free to the public.
Lauren LeFurge, an intern at the
■

smithj@lanthorn.com
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MAKE HER THE ONLY
THING ON YOUR MIND.

Michigan State University
PRESENTS

-

SHOW HER YOU CARE.
GET TESTED TODAY.
April is GYT (Get Yourself Tested) Month.

$50 STD testing package available at
Planned Parenthood of West and
Northern Michigan health centers. Eight
locations including Grand Rapids,
Muskegon. Traverse City and Wyoming.
Make an appointment today.

BRESLIN CENTER
APRIL II
1.800.230.
PLAN (7526)
ppwnm.org

r-WIN TICKETS
3 Winners for 2 tickets each
► Go to Facebook.com/GVLanthorn & mark yourself as
“going” to be entered in our drawing
'■

! -' ‘Must be GVSU Student
ty Staff rnember

Contest ends April 8th at 11:59 p.m .
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FREE CLASSIFIEDS FOR STUDENTS, FACULTY
AND STAFF some restrictions apply

MARKETPLACE
Roommate Needed! Mead American Seating Company
ows Crossing, Email toni- Engineering Drafter
brown33@hotmail.com or Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
1-2 female roommates text 734-347 2757 for more Salary: $30-$43K/yr
needed! Sutter Mill Town- info.
Search Job ID: 15570591
houses. $395-$405/month.
Apply
By: April 12, 2013
Roommate Needed! 2/bed at
Everything included except
For
More
information visit
heat/electric. Fall 2013. Pre 48 West. Pet friendly. www .qvsu. edu/lakerjobs
$550/month, First payment is
ferred non-partiers. Contact
joslynblood3@aol.com for May 1st and. Lease ends Cascade Engineering, Inc.
July 2014. Please call, text Project Coordinator
more info.
517-9458681 or email Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Blayne.Donoho@gmail.com. Search Job ID: 15570786
Apply By: April 21, 2013
Female Roommate Needed!
^/bed house w/ 2 bath. Seeking 1 male or 1 female For More information visit
Downtown Grand Rapids. roommate. Fall 2013. Look www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
Lease starts August 1 st until ing to me into 2 bed/2 bath
May 1st. $350/month. 5 min apartment in August. Neat,
utes from Pew Campus. loves o cook, focuses hard COLLEGE PRO is now hiring
Email kellykai@mail.gvsu.edu on studies but still has fun. painters all across the state
Call/text 413-446-0084 or to work outdoors w/other
ASAP.
students. Earn $3k-$5k. Ad
email
vancement opportunities and
johnskutnik@gmail.com.
Female subleaser needed!
internships.
Contact
February-June. Eastown Subleaser needed! May to 1-888-277-9787 or visit.
house. $350/month. Includes August 2013. House in www.colleqepro.com.
heat, dishwasher, washer, Standale. $400/month. Utili
dryer, and internet. 3/bed ties included. 4 bed/2 bath Farmers Insurance Group
and 1 and a half bath. 2 other with 3 other girls. Email Office Claims Representative
girl roomates. Spacious and gantza@mail.gvsu.edu for Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Search Job ID: 15570569
glean. Contact Melissa or more info.
Apply By: April 15, 2013
Judi at either 248-982-9147
Subleaser Needed! May July For More information visit
or 231-736-2449.
31st. $450/month. Will con www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
tribute $100/month for utili
Female Subleaser Needed! ties. 2 story house. Contact FOX 17 WXMI
Mystic Woods. 3 other fe Jeff at 248-672 42-58 or Web Producer
male roomates. Upstairs email domaqaje@qvsu.edu.
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
large bedroom with lots of
Search Job ID: 15570432
lights. Private bathroom and Subleaser Needed! May-July. Apply By: April 8, 2013
largp closet. Contact Whitney Full Circle Townhomes. For More information visit
at allenw@mail.gvsu.edu
$443/month. Willing to pay www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
$100 of each month. Locked
room w/private bath. Free GV Speech Lab - Now hiring
Female Subleaser Needed! parking pass and low utilities. undergraduates for 2013-14.
Starting at end of July! 48 Email
Applications DUE BY
West. $410/month. 4/bed. vandbrid@mail.gvsu.edu for MARCH 29th. You speak.
Style A apartment. Includes more info.
We listen. Give us a shout!
washer, dryer, dishwasher
For more info./scheduling
and is furnished. No pets al- Subleaser Needed! Meadows appt. call 616-331-8115. Lo
lowed.
Email Crossing. May-mid July. cated in LSH 240. Visit
chiaros@mail.gvsu.edu for $405/month. Willing to cover www.gvsu.edu/speechlab
more info.
part of rent. Private bath,
parking, pool/gym access, Hope Network
Female Subleaser Needed! dishwaher and washer/dryer. Staffing Resource
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Email
Summer (May-July). 48 West.
Search Job ID: 15566704
oyamak@mail.gvsu.edu
or
4 bed. Private bath. First
Apply By: April 25, 2013
text 248-930-5639.
floor. 3 other girl roommates.
For More information visit
Paid
parking.
Email
Subleaser needed! Ottawa www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
pomeroyb@mail.gvsu.edu.
Creek. Fall 20T3. 'i bed.
$650/month. Right off Lake
Dr.
Email Kent County
Looking for female sub Michigan
ohrling@mail.gvsu.edu
for Assistant Building Mainte
leaser!. Copper Beach. 2
nance Supervisor
bed. Room available mid more info.
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
April-August. Will pay trans
fer fee and rent. If interested Two Female Roommates Salary: $40-$47K/yr
contact 616-648-9139 or Needed! Next school year. Search Job ID: 15570639
email tonimusto@gmail.com. Looking to live somewhere Apply By: April 5, 2013
near GVSU. Possibly Cam For More information visit
pus
West.
Contact www. gvsu .edu/lakerjobs
616-212-8103 for more info.
Looking for female subleaser.
New Branches Public School
4 bed/ 2 bath house by 28th Employment
Academy School Counselor
St./ Wilson. One other female
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
dnd two male roommates. A & L Farm Market and Res Search Job ID: 15567054
$225/month plus utilities. taurant Cooks and Servers Apply By: 6/1/2013 For More
April-October. Call Jackie at needed info@aandlfarmmar- information
visit
ket.com
248-821-3213.
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

Roommates

FOR COMMERCIAL RATES CALL 616-331-2460

class if ieds<S)lan thorn, com

Notions Marketing
Inside Sales Representative
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Search Job ID: 15569435
Apply By: June 21, 2013
For More information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

Plastipak
SAP Functional Analyst &
Power Distribution Engineer
Location: Plymouth, Ml
Search Job ID: 15566169 &
15568035
Apply By: April 19, 2013
For More information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

Quicken Loans
Account Specialist
Location: Detroit, Ml
Salary: $35K/yr + commis
sion
Search Job ID: 15566884
Apply By: March 28, 2013
For More information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

USA Jobs
Biological Science Techni
cian (Natural Resources)
Search Job ID: 15570694
Apply By: April 4, 2013
For More information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

West Michigan Environmen- Nucraft Furniture Company
tal Action Council
Logistics Summer Intern
Various Summer Internships Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
in marketing/communica- Salary: $10-$11/hr
tions, graphic design, event Search Job ID: 15570638
production, water quality and Apply By: May 5, 2013
more
For More information visit
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml www. qvsu. edu/lakerjobs
Apply By: April 30, 2013
For More information visit West Michigan Environmen
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
tal Action Council Job Title:
Policy intern Location: Grand
Rapids, Ml Search Job ID:
15568461 Apply By: April 30,
Dana Holding Corporation
2013 For More information
Information Technology In visit www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
tern
Location: Maumee, OH
Bethany Christian Services
Salary: Paid
Employment Services Intern
Search Job ID: 15570200
ship
Apply By: April 30, 2013
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
For More information visit Keyword Search: 15570483
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
Apply By: April 11, 2013
For More information visit
www.qvsu.edu/lakerjobs
Celebration on the Grand
Festival/Event Planning In
ternship Program
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Keyword Search: 15570703
Apply By: April 2, 2013
For More information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs

Family Futures
Summer Internships in ac
counting, marketing/commu
nications, volunteer services,
community education and
more
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Apply By: June 1, 2013
Waddell & Reed
For More information visit
Financial Services Represen www.qvsu.edu/lakerjobs
tative
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Search Job ID: 15570659
Haworth, Inc. Design Intern
Apply By: May 18, 2013
Location: Holland, Ml Salary:
For More information visit Paid Search Job ID:
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
15569500 Apply By: April 30,

YMCA of Greater Grand Rap
ids Aquatics Intern Location:
Grand Rapids, Ml Salary: Un
paid Search Job ID:
15569381 Apply By: April 25,
2013 For More information
visit www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
Meijer, Inc.
Stats/Data Analyst Intern
(Fall)
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Salary: paid
Search Job ID: 15570334
Apply By: April 6, 2013
For More information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobS

2013 For More information
visit www.qvsu.edu/lakerjobs

Internships
Dematic Corp.
Finance and IT Business
Analyst Interns
Location: Grind' ftapids, Ml
Salary: paid
Search Job ID: 15570412
and 15570412
Apply By: April 8, 2013
For More information visit
www.qvsu.edu/lakerjobs

Steelcase, Inc.
Summer Interns - finance,
marketing and IT
twatifln; .Grand Rapids, Ml
Salary: paid
Apply By: April 6, 2013
For More information visit
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
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Frederik Meijer Gardens &
Sculpture Park
Writing Compelling Personal
Summer Horticulture Intern rStatements for Nationally
Grand Rapids Symphony
ships
Competitive Awards
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Fund Development Intern
WRITING W0RK5H0P
Location: Grand Rapids, Ml
Salary: paid
Search Job ID: 15570504
Search Job ID: 15570747
Fri, April 5 3-5 pjn. 114 HON
Apply By: May 31, 2013
Apply By: April 12, 2013
RSVP: Fellowships@gvsu.edu
331-3219
For More information visit For More information visit r
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
www.gvsu.edu/lakerjobs
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Spock

ALPPED
Satisfy

SLEEPA
Charge

TACKAT

□

Remain

BAIDE
'live within our moans? With your

TODAY SWORD
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Even Exchange

bVDon„»

Each numbered row contains two clues and two 6-letter answers. The two answers differ from eafch other
by only one letter, which has already been inserted. For example, if you exchange the A from MASTER
for an I. you get MISTER. Do not change the order of the letters.

>

1 Strong point

___________ E

2. Swap

________ D ___

Draw an outline of

winks

3 Landed property

___________ T

In truth

4 Buffett or Beatty

________ R_____

Prison official

5. Fret

________ R ___

Overly talkative

6 Texas capital

A

Bieber or Timbertake

L
D
D
J

7 Scorched

________ N _

Erupted

________ S

8 Pitted fruit

_ E________

Rustle

_ O________

9 Regal

R___________

Faithful

10. Very little

_ C___________ Shack

•

L
_ H___________

CAN YOU TRUST YOUR EYES? Tfwns are at least six differ
•now tit drawing ddtaHa between top and bottom panels
How
qutctdy cen you find them? Check anewera with thosa below.
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